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Enhancing the Accuracy of the Interpolations and
Anterpolations in MLFMA
Özgür Ergül and Levent Gürel

Abstract—We present an efficient technique to reduce the interpolation and anterpolation (transpose interpolation) errors in
the aggregation and disaggregation processes of the multilevel fast
multipole algorithm (MLFMA), which is based on the sampling
of the radiated and incoming fields over all possible solid angles,
i.e., all directions on the sphere. The fields sampled on the sphere
are subject to various operations, such as interpolation, aggregation, translation, disaggregation, anterpolation, and integration.
We identify the areas on the sphere, where the highest levels of
interpolation errors are encountered. The error is reduced by employing additional samples on such parts of the sphere. Since the interpolation error is propagated and amplified by every level of aggregation, this technique is particulary useful for large problems.
The additional costs in the memory and processing time are negligible, and the technique can easily be adapted into the existing
implementations of MLFMA.
Index Terms—Anterpolation, Lagrange interpolation, multilevel
fast multipole algorithm, transpose interpolation.

I. INTRODUCTION

F

OR the iterative solutions of large electromagnetic scattering problems, multilevel fast multipole algorithm
(MLFMA) provides acceleration in the processing time and
reduction in the memory requirement [1]. Employing MLFMA,
complexities of both the peak memory and the number of
floating-point operations for a matrix–vector multiplication
, where
is the number of unknowns.
become
Further speedup obtained with the parallelization of MLFMA
makes it possible to solve problems with millions of unknowns
on clusters of personal computers. MLFMA introduces three
extra error sources at the cost of the provided efficiency. These
error sources, which are controllable to some extent, arise in
addition to others due to the moment methods [2], such as the
simultaneous discretization of the geometry and Maxwellian
integral equations.
Two of the errors are inherited from the fast multipole method
(FMM), namely, the truncation of an infinite series and the angular integration over the unit sphere [3]. The third error stems
from the multilevel structure of MLFMA and occurs in the aggregation and disaggregation processes. Due to the nature of the
Helmholtz equation, the number of angular samples required to
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satisfy a level of accuracy in representing the fields is related
to the dimensions of the region containing the sources. Therefore, for the upper levels of MLFMA, where the cluster size is
large, finer samplings are required to accurately represent the radiated and incoming fields. As a consequence, during the aggregation and disaggregation processes, interpolation and anterpolation operations are employed, respectively, in order to match
the sampling rates between two successive levels. Interpolation
and anterpolation constitute the third error source introduced by
MLFMA.
As the problem size grows and more levels are required to
construct the tree structure of MLFMA, it becomes critical to
minimize the interpolation error. This is because the interpolation and anterpolation operations are performed between all
consecutive levels and the overall error is accumulated during
the aggregation and disaggregation steps. In this letter, we introduce a method to reduce the error around the two poles of the
and the south pole
.
sphere, i.e., the north pole
This is essential since the error in these regions is usually larger
than the error in other regions. Error reduction is achieved by
sampling the fields at the poles. Since anterpolation is implemented as the transpose of interpolation [4], enhanced accuracy can be obtained for both of them. Additional costs in the
memory usage and processing time are negligible while the interpolation and anterpolation errors are significantly reduced.
The method will be demonstrated within the context of Lagrange interpolation, which is commonly used in MLFMA implementations. In addition to its efficiency, employing the poles
can easily be adapted into the existing codes for MLFMA. Details and benefits of the method are reported in Sections III and
IV, respectively, following a brief outline of the use of Lagrange
interpolation in MLFMA.
II. LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION
Lagrange interpolation is one of the preferred local-interpolation methods in the aggregation and disaggregation processes of
MLFMA. From the local neighborhood of each target point on
the fine grid, where the field is to be obtained by interpolation,
points on the coarse grid are selected. This is illustrated
, where the values of the field at
points
in Fig. 1 for
(shaded circles) are employed to compute the value at the target
represent a scalar field as a function of
point (star). Let
the spherical coordinates. Then, two-dimensional Lagrange interpolation can be written as
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where “ ” operation represents element-by-element product,
i.e.,
(7)
However, (6) contradicts the structure of MLFMA, where the
disaggregation is performed downward from top to bottom of
the tree. Therefore, the integration in (5) should be performed
in the coarse grid via
(8)

2

Fig. 1. Lagrange interpolation employing 4 4 points (shaded circles) located
on the coarse grid to evaluate the function at a point (star) located on the fine
grid. Sampling values of  and  are specified in radians and selected from a
practical case.

where and
are the coordinates of the sampling points on
represents the value of the field at
the coarse grid, and
perturbed by the interpolation error. In (1), and are
adjusted by the location of the target point, and
and
represent the interpolation weights derived as
(2)
for the

and the
where is decimated by an interpolation matrix
integration is evaluated with the aid of weights defined for the
coarse grid. The numerical integration in (8) is consistent with
the MLFMA structure and it is also more efficient compared to
(6) since the integration is computed in the coarse grid with low
sampling rate. However, it is less accurate than the integration
in (6).
Finally, integration by employing anterpolation is a third way
of computing (5) and outperforms both of the methods in (6) and
(8). In this case, the transpose of the interpolation matrix in (6)
is used to downsample so that
(9)

direction, and
(3)

for the direction, respectively.
Considering all of the samples in the fine grid, interpolation
in (1) can also be expressed as a matrix–vector multiplication,
i.e.,
(4)
where

and are arrays corresponding to the discretization of
with high and low sampling rates, respectively. In (4),
represents an
interpolation matrix, where and
are the number of sampling points in the – space for the
fine and coarse grids, respectively. In the case of the Lagrange
becomes sparse and it can easily be stored in
interpolation,
the memory to be used multiple times during the aggregation
and disaggregation steps of MLFMA.
Anterpolation is required in MLFMA in order to compute
angular integrations in the form of
(5)
both accurately and efficiently. Assuming that the discretization
has a higher sampling rate compared to the discretizaof
, let
and
represent the arrays corresponding
tion of
and
, respectively, and
represents the array of
to
weight coefficients for the integration in the fine grid. An accurate way to calculate the integral in (5) is to interpolate so that

(6)

By employing anterpolation, the numerical integral is calculated
as accurate as (6) and as efficient as (8). In addition, the integration in (9) is in agreement with the MLFMA structure and convenient for the disaggregation. We also note that the integration
weights are also anterpolated in (9).
Since the sampling rates for the fields are determined by considering their spectral contents, we keep the number of the infixed for the entire aggregation and disterpolation points
aggregation processes. In other words, the same number of interpolation points are employed at each level of MLFMA. Although the functions being interpolated get richer in terms of
harmonic content for the upper levels, the sampling rate is also
increased so that a fixed number of interpolation points is sufficient to obtain the same level of accuracy in all levels [5].
III. USING POLES IN LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION
Fig. 1 demonstrates a practical case, where the value of the
field is to be obtained at a point (star) with spherical coordispecified in radians. The figure is
nates
related to an aggregation step from a level with a cluster size
to the next level with a cluster size of
. Using
of
the excess bandwidth formula for three digits of FMM accufor the lower and
racy [5], the truncation numbers are and
the higher levels, respectively. Therefore, the number of samdirection is 9 (18) for the coarse grid and 13
ples in the
(26) for the fine grid. The interpolation parameter, , is set to
so that
points (shaded circles) are employed in the interpolation. According to the conventional sampling scheme [3],
the samples are regularly spaced in the direction while they
are chosen as the Gauss–Legendre points in the direction.
In Fig. 1, there is only one sample in the direction on the
coarse grid
above the target point up to the north
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pole
. Therefore, four of the required points for the interpolation are provided from the region on the other side of the
pole. Considering the next sample in the decreasing direction,
these are the points with
.1 Although this is the best
choice, there exists a wide gap in direction from
to
. These wide gaps created near the poles in all
levels lead to larger interpolation errors compared to the other
regions far from the poles.
To reduce the interpolation error described above, we employ
and
. Although
the poles by sampling the fields at
the radiated and incoming fields in MLFMA are vectors with
two spherical components represented as
(10)
we evaluate and store the fields at the poles in the and directions. As an example, for the north pole, and components
are extracted as
(11)
and
(12)
whenever required for the interpolation. Consequently, independent of the value of , all the interpolations performed near the
poles are improved by this technique using (11) and (12) without
for each sample of
having to store the values of
. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the samples computed with
.
(11) and (12) are represented by circles located at
To include the calculations related to the poles, four more
complex numbers are required (two for each pole) for each basis
and testing functions. The extra memory and the increase in the
processing time are negligible compared to the base requirements, since the data size for each basis and testing function
to
, where is at least
is raised from
for two digits of accuracy. During the aggregation and disaggregation processes, the values at the poles are calculated and
stored for each cluster to improve the interpolation and anterpolation at all levels. However, the poles do not contribute to the
angular integration and they do not have effect on the two errors
inherited from FMM.
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
As a numerical example, Fig. 2 depicts the relative interpowith the size of
in
lation error related to a basis cluster
the fourth level from the bottom of the tree structure. For the
field of the cluster, the number of angular samples in the and
directions are 33 and 66, respectively, determined by the excess bandwidth formula for three digits of FMM accuracy. By
the row-wise arrangement of the – space, the interpolation
error is plotted with respect to the samples. Only the error in the
component of the field, which is the dominant component in
this example, is plotted. The relative interpolation error is defined as
(13)
1Although a negative value of  is shown here, the actual locations are determined by ( ; ) = (;  +  ).

0

Fig. 2. Relative interpolation error defined in (13) with respect to the samples
66 grid converted into one-dimensional data by a row-wise
on a 33
arrangement of the  – space. The reference data is obtained without
interpolation. To obtain the interpolated data, aggregation is performed from
the lowest (first) level to the fourth level by employing interpolations with
(black) and without (gray) poles.

2

where is the exact field, is the perturbed field obtained via
is the sample index.
the interpolations, and
The exact data in (13) is calculated by evaluating the field for
each basis function inside the cube with the sample rate defined
for the fourth level so that it is obtained without any interpolation. However, in the case of the perturbed data, the fields of the
basis functions are sampled according to the smallest box size,
. Then, three aggregation steps are performed
which is
from the lowest (first) level to the fourth level. Consequently, the
perturbed data is the practical case, where the interpolation error
is introduced at three passages between the levels, i.e., from first
to second, second to third, and third to fourth.
In Fig. 2, the interpolation error is plotted when the poles
are not employed as in the conventional case (gray) and when
they are employed as suggested in this letter (black). For a clear
comparison, the maximum errors are also indicated in the plot
with horizontal lines. Employing the poles reduces the errors
and the maximum relative error is reduced approximately to its
to
. Other numerical
half from
experiments also reveal similar results.
In Fig. 2, the reduction in the error is clearly visible at the two
ends of the horizontal axis corresponding to the points located
near the poles. However, the improvement extends beyond these
narrow polar regions toward the middle of the horizontal axis
corresponding to the points located around the equator. This is
due to the fact that an interpolation error made in the first steps
of the aggregation is propagated toward the equator region in
the next steps. Consequently, the use of the poles improves the
interpolation accuracy also for the points located far from the
poles. In general, improvements obtained by adding the poles
in the Lagrange interpolation become more significant as the
problem size grows and more levels are required in the MLFMA
tree.
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where
(15)
is the result of the partial multiplication without interpolation
and anterpolation errors. This reference data is obtained by
evaluating the radiation and receiving patterns of the basis
and
, respecand testing functions inside the clusters
tively, with the sample rate defined for the fourth level so that
interpolation and anterpolation are not involved. In (15),
represents the coefficients of the basis functions inside
for
,
represents the matrix elements
calculated by MLFMA, and is the testing index from 1 to
. The perturbed data in (14), i.e.,
(16)
is obtained by performing the usual aggregation and disaggregation steps so that the values in Fig. 3(a) contain both interpolation and anterpolation errors. Fig. 3(a) displays a significant
improvement in the accuracy obtained by using the poles. Next,
we eliminate the interpolation error by computing the incoming
without employing
waves to the center of the testing cluster
interpolation. The result is depicted in Fig. 3(b), where the error
in the partial matrix–vector multiplication is due to only the anterpolation. Therefore, Fig. 3(b) clearly demonstrates that employing the poles enhances the accuracy of the anterpolations,
similar to the improvement shown in Fig. 2 for interpolations.

V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 3. Relative errors defined in (14) in the partial matrix–vector
multiplications related to two clusters C and C in the fourth level with
respect to the index of the testing function located in C . The reference
data is obtained without interpolation and anterpolation. (a) Relative error
when interpolation and anterpolation are employed. (b) Relative error when
interpolation is eliminated and the error is only due to the anterpolation.

Demonstrating of the anterpolation error is not as straightforward as the interpolation error since the anterpolated function
is different from the original function. Therefore, to prove that
employing poles also increases the accuracy of the anterpolation in MLFMA, we present in Fig. 3 the errors in the partial
matrix–vector multiplications. After translating the radiation of
into an incoming wave for a testing cluster , we perform
the disaggregation steps from the fourth level to the first level.
This way, as presented in Fig. 3(a), we obtain the error in the
partial matrix–vector multiplication related to the clusters
and
with respect to the index of the testing functions in .
Similar to (13), a relative error is defined as
(14)

In this letter, we present an efficient technique to reduce the
interpolation and anterpolation errors in MLFMA. Interpolation errors are significantly decreased for the points located
near the poles of the unit sphere, where the errors are generally large in the conventional sampling scheme. By using the
same technique, anterpolation errors are also reduced and the
matrix–vector multiplications become more accurate.
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